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Abstract
This paper examines the place ofprivatization and the future of
the public sector in Nigeria. In doing this, the meaning of
privatization was discussed, the benefits of privatization was
identified, the short comings of the public sector management of
public enterprises that necessitated the privatization policy of
government in the first instance was noted, and the future of the
public sector in Nigeria was advocated. Though privatization
policy of the government is good, it must be carried out in a
transparent and genuine manner for it to achieve its goals and
objectives by all in the society. Government therefore, must
pursue its privatization policy of state-owned enterprises to free
the public sector of it, to enable the public sector to pursue
activities where it has the greatest comparative advantage over
the private sector like the provision of enabling environment and
adequate provision of security of lives and properties that will
enable economic activities to flourish in the society .
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Introduction

1es m

The Nigerian economy no doubt has sutTered for so long as a result of
over regulated policies of government in the past. In a regulated economy, the
private initiative that would have enhanced economic growth is absent; the
result is that of inellicient and ineffective provision of goods and services to the
people.
As observed by Ayagi (2001) that is the era of globalization
Privatization of government-owned enterprises makes it possible for nations to
enjoy economic benefits of globalization, by transferring the management of
public sector organizations, hitherto managed by government to private hands.
The result is that of cllicicnt and cllcctivc provision of social amenities for the
enhancement of the standard of living of the people. He argued that the
Nigerian economy is part of the globalization process and must therefore open
up not only to accept the technological know-how from the rest of the world,
but also to accept the open competition of goods and services in other
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countries. And the only way to achieve the fu!l benefits of globalization is
through privatization of state-owned enterprises by governments.
Privatization of slate-owned enterprises by governments can be said to
be a reaction to the inability of the public sector management to achieve the
desired goals and objectives of government's economic advancement and
hence high standard of living for the people. For too long, the public sector
workforce in Nigeria had held sway in spite of the fact that its management of
government business enterprises has been on the decline in terms of better
services to the people. Privatization therefore serves as a way out of the inability
of the public sector to properly manage government businesses and hence
delivers quality goods and services to the people. This paper therefore looked
at privatization as an alternative to public sector management of governmentowned business enterprises; the benefits to be derived from privatization of
state-owned business enterprises; the short-comings of the public sector in
Nigeria that has hindered the realization of the goals and objectives of
government which has nccessit:.-1.tcd the privatization policy of government in
the first inst:.-mce; and to advanced the way forward for the future of the public
sector in Nigeria.

Statement of Problem
In Nigeria today, public enterprises have actually served as drainpipe
on the Nigerian economy in the area of continuous financial allocation to them
by the federal government without corresponding results. The outcome is that
of stagnated economic growth and the result is that of under-development.
The questions that come to mind are: what is the alternative to the ineflicient
and inefTcctive management of slate-owned enterprises in Nigeria by the
public sector? What arc the advantages to be derived from such alternative
(privatization)? What is the future of the public sector in Nigeria, particularly
in the twenty-first century, if it must be result-oriented?

Objectives of the Study
The objective of this paper is to identify the alternative (privatization)
management to the inefEcicnt and ineffective management of stale-owned
enterprises by the public sector; and to lind out he advantages to be derived
from such alternative management of public enterprises and proffer solution,
that is, what needs to be done in order for the public enterprises in Nigeria lo
be result-oriented which will make it different from its past experiences of
inellicicntancl ineffectiveness in its provision of social amenities to the people.

Significance of Study
The outcome of the tinclings will serve as a policy guide to policy
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decision makers in the area of public policies that will enhance the living
standard of the people as it affects the management of public enterprises by the
public sector in Nigeria.

Theoretical Framework
The theoretical framework that guided this paper is the role theory.
Armstrong (2000) observed that role describes the part to be played by the
individual in the organization in fulfilling their job requirements. Roles indicate
the speciiic forms of behaviour required for carrying out a particular task or the
group of tasks contained in a position or job. The role of the public servant in
the public sector organization in Nigeria is to bring about efficient and effective
provision of goods and services for the enhancement of the living standard of
the people in the society. There is a distinction to be made between a job
description, which simply lists the main tasks an individual has to carry out in
order to achieve the goals and objectives of the organization, and role
definition, which is more concerned with behavioural aspects of the work and
the outcomes the individual in the role is expected to achieve. The concept of a
role emphasizes the fact that people at work are in a sense, always acting a part;
they are not simply reciting the lines but interpreting them in terms of their own
perceptions of how they should behave in relation to the context in which they
work, especially with regard to their interactions with other people (Annstrong
2000).
In the Nigerian public sector for instance, the perception to work
amongst public servants is that of "government work is nobody's work"
therefore, one can do it the way he/she likes. The non-chalant attitude to work
in the public sector has created an environment of under-development; the
result is that of inefficient and ineffective provision of social amenities that
would have enhanced the living standard of the people.
Kast and Rosenzweig (1985) pointed out that role is used to designate
the composite of culture patterns associated with a particular status position,
attitudes, values and behaviour ascribed by the society to any and all persons
occupying a specific position, and this includes the legitimate expectations of
incumbents with respect to the behaviour of other persons toward them.
Isaak (197 5) observed that there arc certain expectations about how
someone in a particular position or oflice is suppose to behave. He pointed out
that these expectations therefore constitute a role or roles. He argued that one
attractive feature of role theory is its attempt to place supporting activity in social .. .
context: that is, a conceptual framework is provided that views the individual as
some one who depends upon and reacts to behaviour of others.
Amrstrong (2<JOO) argued that the role individuals occupy at work and
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else where therefore exists in relation to other people. In the Nigerian society
today, the perception of the people towards public sector workforce is thatof"a
non-performer" who is out only to collect his/her monthly salary at the end of
the month without doing any commensurate work.
The public perception of the public servants in Nigeria, emanates from
the fact that public sector workforce sec their role as "government workers" and
as such have little or nothing to do with the people, they believe that they will
earn their montl1ly salary at the end of the month whether they perform to the
expectation of the people or not.
Isa.-lk (197 5) pointed out that tl1c most imporlc1nt usc of the role theory is the
fact that it explains and predicts behaviour. He argued that knowledge of
expectations attached to a role by society provides us with a basis for predicting
tl1e behaviour of a particular occupant of the role- the public sector in Nigeria.

What is Privatization?
Dike (2002) sees privatization as the transfer of state-owned enterprises to
private sector management. He argued tl1at privatization served the strategic
role of transforming state-controlled economies to market-directed ones and
hence of changing the role of tl1e state in economic development.
Privatization could be partial or total. It is tolc'll when government
decides to completely disinvest its holdings from an enterprise and leave same
in the hands of private sector management. It becomes partial privatization
when govemment decides to transfer majority shares of an enterprise to the
private sector management while it still retains part ownership of the
enterprise. Partial privatization of state-owned enterprise could take place in a
situation where government feels that due to tl1e sensitive nature of tl1e
enterprise to the well-being of the people, decides to still retain some shares.
One common feature of privatization, whetl1er partial or total, is the fact that
the management of such enterprises so privatized becomes tl1e preserve of the
private sector management.
Adubi and Adam (2002) observed that privatization has become a
major strategy adopted by governments to improve tl1e perfonnance of public
enterprises. They pointed out tl1at privatization of public enterprises by nations
emanate from the fact of inefficient and inefTectivcncss of public enterprises
and the global change in attitude towards the management of economic
resources from that of regulated economy to that of deregulated economy witl1
a view to better enhance the living standard of the people. They contended tl1at
privatization of state-owned enterprises which covers a wide range of
possibilities not only involves the sale or other form of state assets, but also the
complete transfer of tl1e ownership and management of state enterprises to the
private sector.
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The Benefits of Privatization of Public Enterprises
El-Rufai (2003) observed that one of the major motives of privatization
in Nigeria has been to reduce the extent of the states' participation in economic
activities. He pointed out hat this argument is based Dn economic theory, which
"stales that the pursuit of profit by owners of capital will result in greater
efliciency, technological change and lower production costs". In this wise, there
would be more eflicient production and society benefits as a whole as it frees
resources to produce more goods. He contended that privatization is widely
considered to ollcr a potentially importcmt contribution to solving the
problems sufl'cred in the public sector- inellicient and inelTective provision of
goods and services lo the people. He pointed out that scholars generally agreed
that privatization of public enterprises by government can fulfill five broad
objectives in the society as follow:
The efficiency of publicly owned assets would improve while market
discipline that enhances high productivity would be restored in certain key
areas of the economy - the result is that of economic advancement in the
society; Government involvement in public enterprise decision-making would
be reduced, so that companies would be free lo allocate their financial, physical
and human resources lo the most appropriate areas; the financial burden of the
government and most importantly, its borrowing requirements would
decrease; the government's revenues would receive a boost and then improve
there after by improving tax revenue from t11ese private enterprises; and
financial market development would be stimulated in the country.
Ad ubi and Adam (2002) pointed out that privatization of state-owned
enterprises gives room for increasing democratization of an economy,
(particularly from a regulated economy) tl1at results to a more widespread
share ownership, increased economic efliciency and effective provision of
goods and services by imposing private sector discipline and more financial
gains on t11e part of the government, tl1ereby makes available resources for
developmental purposes in other sectors of the economy - the ellccl is that of
economic advancement and the society is well-of for it.
Dike (2002) identified some goals lo be derived from the privatization of the
stale-owned enterprises by governments as follow:

Efficiency and Effectiveness
One m<Uor problem facing stale-owned enterprises in Nigeria, is the
problem of their inability to perform both elliciently and ell'cctively in the
provision of services, Ll1e result is Llmt of waste and creating underdevelopment. For instance, National Electric Power Autl10rily (NEPA),
because it is government-owned, does nol botl1er in Ll1e way it delivers services
to the people. But in a private-set up, NEPA will be much more concern on the
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best way to efficiently and effectively deliver services to tl1e people because of
the revenue it will derive from tl1e people if it must remain in business. And by
this, the standard of living of the people enhanced, particularly the people
~hose businesses depended on NEPA for power supply. And tl1is also means
higher tax revenue to be derived by government from the private-owned
enterprises.

Maximizing Government Revenue
Privatization enhances govemment revenue in different dimension The money generated from tl1e sale of state-owned enterprises becomes a
ready source of government revenue; and tl1e money inform of allocation that
govemment would have spent on aiding these state-owned enterprises which
have really serve as drain-pipe on the Nigerian economy is eliminated.
Govemment will tl1en be in a position to focus its attention on tl10se areas like
security of lives and property needed for the growth and prosperity of the
society.

Developing Domestic Capital Markets
No individual or corporate body will like to invest in shares of
companies tl1at are not doing well in the capital market. Privatized enterprises
by government tl1erefore serve as platfonn for the development of domestic
capital market in the society. It has been discovered that govemment is not a
good manager of business enterprises, hence privately owned businesses
thrives more in tl1e area of tl1e development of domestic capital market.

Expansion of Foreign Investment
Studies have shown tl1at in an economy that is highly regulated hinders
foreign investment. An economy where privatization is tl1e vogue attracts
foreign capital and technological expertise needed for tl1e growtl1 of tl1at
economy tl1ereby bring about high employment rate, the result is development
and political stability in the society.

The Shortcomings of the Public Sector in Nigeria
Fasusi (200 1) defines the public sector in Nigeria as includes ministries,
parastatals, agencies, commissions, government higher institutions of learning
and all otl1er establishment of government including tl1c armed forces and the
police.
In emphasizing tl1e major shortcomings of the public sector in Nigeria tl1at has
hindered national development and hence political instability in the past, Ejiga
(1999) observed tl1at:

The major problem of the public sector in Nigeria stems
30
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from the retention of the structure installed by colonial
regimes, which are often top heavy and rigid. It is this over
centralization and one-way decision making policy,
coupled with the rigidity that has hampered timely,
efficient and effective dispensation ofpolicy issues.
He argued further that "up till now, government oflicials have the habit
of overlooking the business interest of govenunent parastatals by making cheajJ
patronage without paying for services rendered by these government owned
institutions".
The public sector in Nigeria no doubt needs re-overhauling, if the goals
of government to bring about eflicient and effective services to the people with
a view to enhancing their standard of living are to be realized. For any
organization to realize its goals and objectives, the quality of its human
resources is very crucial. Ejiogu (200 1) observed that:

Rarely are applicants for public sector jobs selected on
merit in the circumstances where such extraneous
considerations as federal character, quota system etc.,
have to be applied. This often leads to an enthronement of
the ''peter principle" where people are appointed and
promoted beyond their level ofcompetence.
He argued that apart from the quality of the human resources in the
public sector, there is the problem of lack of healthy work ethics and closely
related to that is the disregard for "accountability, probity and transparency in
conducting government business".

Way Forward for the Future of Public Sector in Nigeria
In charting a new role for the public sector that will bring about
development in Nigeria in the twenty-first century, Fasusi (2001) observed that
the present efTorts of government to commercialize and privatize state-owned
enterprises in Nigeria are steps in the right direction. She argued that all
government establishments must be urgently restructured and tl1eir processes
re-engineered for tl1is age of technological know-how, if development must
take place in Nigeria.
She advocated structure changes in tl1e public sector for meaningful
development to take place. She pointed out tl1at tl1e structure changes should
focus on developing tl1e following: professional/technical skills; managerial
and creativity skills; business and global economic education; infonnation
technology and applications; and change management skills.
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In proffering solution to the problem of the public sector in Nigeria by
advocating measures lo make the public sector result-oriented, Ejiogu (200 1)
pointed oulthat:

The policy makers will need to re-engineer the public
service function to commence a gradual shift from its
present posture of"Santa Claus" or "Father Christmas" to
a result-oriented organization even while it retains the
welfarist principle ofproviding goods and services for the
good ofthe teaming majority ofNigerians.
He advocated further that:
We must re-orientate ourselves to a better sense of duty
and begin to see our service in the context of getting
fulfillment from doing afull day's job. Let us once and for
all get rid of the colonial notion that our official
responsibilities are Whiteman'sjobfrom which we derive
nothing more than a pay packet and therefore owe
nothing to the society at large, nor expect fulfillment. We
should collectively resolve to get Nigeria working again ...
With the proper implementation of government policy of privatization
of state-owned enterprises, the public sector will ti·ee itself from commercial
activities, which are not the proper focus or its area of comparative advantage,
to areas like the provision of adequate security of lives and properties, which
enhance economic development in the society.

Discussion of Findings
The study showed that privatization of state-owned enterprises by
government has a significant relationship with ellicient and effective provision
of goods and services to the people. This is based on the fact that in this paper,
it was cliscovcrcclthal privatization of stale-owned enterprises frees the public
sector from the area of business enterprise that it has no comparative
advantage to a more sensitive and important area of the provision of security of
lives and properties and the provision of enabling environment that will enable
economic advancement to take place in the society.
The study also showed that by privatizing sl.-'1le-ownccl enterprises by
government, nrorc resources arc made available to government to bring about
development in other sectors of the economy. In this wise, the public sector in
Nigeria will have a brighter future of being result-oriented in iL'l day to day
implementation of the federal government policies and programmes that
enhance national development.
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Summary and Conclusion
In this paper, we looked at what privatization is all about, the benefit of
privatization in tenus of making resources available to government for
developmental purposes in other sector of the Nigerian economy. The paper
also discussed the shortcomings of the public sector in Nigeria that has actually
necessit..-:tted the privatization policy of government in the first instance.
The f)aper also discussed the way fonvard for the public sector in
Nigeria and proffured solution to make the public sector to be more resultoriented in bring about eflicienl and efTective provision of goods and services
to the people. The study also pointed out the proper role of the public sector in
Nigeria by focusing its attention from commercial activities to adequate
provision of security of lives and properties in the society, which enhances
economic development.
Privatization of stale-owned enterprises no doubt has proved to be a
solution to the inellicient and incflcctive provision of goods and services world
over by the public sector. The m~or challenge in Nigeria therefore, rests on
the fact of proper implementation of the policy of privatization of government
in order to achieve its maximum goals and objectives.

Recommendations
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Based on the study, the following recommendation became relevant:
Government should pursue vigorously its policy of privatization of st..-:tte-owned
enterprises, with all sense of genuineness and transparency in order for its
maximum benefits of freeing the public sector to involve in the activities where
its comparative advant..-:tge is greatest that will bring about development in the
society to be realized.
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